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Abstract
The results of self-consistent transport and stability studies of the ITER reference inductive and

steady-state reversed shear scenarios are discussed. The semi-empirical transport models used for ITER
simulations with 1.5D transport codes ASTRA and PRETOR are described. The analysis reveals a weak
dependence of plasma performance on the radial profiles of transport coefficients provided the

coefficients are adjusted to make the computed energy confinement time equal to that given by a global

H-mode scaling relation (IIn= 1). It is shown that the ITER reference inductive scenario with O = 10,

Pru, = 400 MW, Ie = 15 MA is stable against the high and low n ideal MHD modes without a conducting
wall. Steady-state operation with Q > 5 would require a reduced current 1e - 9 MA, enhanced
confinement with llr - 1.5, BN - 3, high bootstrap fraction - 5OVo and a reversed magnetic shear

configuration. This configuration is ideally unstable without a wall and stable with a conducting wall at

1.4a.
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1. lntroduction
Predictions of plasma performance in ITER during

the Engineering Design Activity (EDA) have been based

largely on the empirical global confinement scalings

while two other possible approaches, i.e. the
dimensionless physics parameter scaling technique and

application of physics-based transport models, have

been used for comparison [1]. All these techniques have

progressed well during recent years. In particular, the

models based on transport governed by drift wave

turbulence have demonstrated their capability to

describe energy transport in the plasma core of L- and

H-modes and predict the formation of internal transport
barriers in some experiments [2-4]. These models show
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a strong dependence of core plasma parameters on

boundary conditions presently taken from experiments.

The absence of a reliable model for the edge pedestal

parameters reduces significantly the projection
capability of these transport models.

In 1999, the ITER Confinement Database and

Modelling Expert Group has recommended for ITER
design the ITERH-98P(y,2) confinement scaling [5]

xHss(v2) - O.O562l0.e3Bo.rs no 4t p4.6eRt.e7td.78€0.58M0.re, ( 1 )

where the units are s, MA, T, 10le m-3, MW, m, AMU.
From recent analysis of the enlarged global confinement
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database (ITERH.DB3), the practical reliability of the

ITERH-98(y,2) scaling was confiflned, and the 2olog-
linear interval was reduced from +18 to +147o [6]. The
practical application of the global confinement scalings

for ITER performance projection consists in normalising
the plasma thermal diffusivities, 26i and 7", used in 1,5D

transport codes in such a way that the energy confine-
ment time computed by the code coincides with that
given by the scaling relation. The radial profiles of
transport coefficients are chosen in a form that allows

satisfactory description by the code of the temperature

and density profiles in present experiments. An example

of the results of such 1.5D simulations is shown in Fig.

I where the ITER operation domain with Q = 10 is rep-

resented on the plane Pro, - l1Hss(r,zy [71. Here Q: Pn"/

Proo, Pro. is the fusion power, Papp is the auxiliary
heating power, /1ses1, ,D = tElrE,p1es(y.zy is the confinement

improvement factor relative to the scaling (1). Two
models of this type used for ITER predictions are dis-

cussed in Sec. L. The results of model benchmarking

versus the discharges from the ITER profile database are

presented.

Such a lD treatment of the core transport requires

some sort of boundary conditions at the core edge

(separatrix). Modelling of the scrape-off layer (SOL)

and divertor (DIV) requires at least a 2D consideration

with neutral particle simulations by sophisticated Monte

Carlo technique [8]. So, core boundary conditions have

to be consistent with the SOL/DIV transport simulations

and limitations. The operational window for boundary

conditions ancl edge transport are discussed in Sec. 2.

The sensitivity of model predictions to boundary
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Fig. 1 Operational domain in H"ns{r.2)-factor/fusion power
space for /p= 15 MA and O = 10. Operational
boundaries (shaded area) are given by <n">lno=
1.0, BN = 2.5 and P.o""/P.* = 1.3 where n. is the
Greenwald density. ne = lp/(na2l, Ploss is the power
conducted and convected through the separatrix,
and P.-, is the H-mode power threshold.

conditions is discussed.

The core transport in the central zone with low
safety factor 4 < 1 is affected by sawtooth (ST)

oscillations. In Sec. 2 we compare semi-empirical and

theory-based ST model predictions for ITER. If the ST

period is longer than the central zone temperature and

density recovery time (as expected in ITER), then in a
zone with low magnetic shear caused by ST mixing and

high-pressure gradient, the ballooning mode stability
limit may restrict plasma performance. The results of
ballooning stability analysis for the reference inductive
scenario are presented in Sec. 3.

To provide steady-state operation, low plasma

current 1 - 9 MA operation with high normalised-beta

fi1 - 3 is required. In these regimes ideal MHD modes

can be excited. The possibility of mode stabilisation by
conducting wall for the SS scenario is discussed in
Sec. 3.

So, the present analysis comprises semi-empirical

model benchmarking versus the experimental profile
database. We also consider the sensitivity of ITER
plasma performance predictions to model assumptions

such as the profile of diffusivity, boundary conditions,

saw-tooth oscillations, He transport, and limitations
caused by ballooning and ideal kink mode stability.

2. Gore Transport Modelling
ITER performance simulations were carried out by

PRETOR [9] and ASTRA [0] transport codes. Radial

lD transport of charged and neutral particles, electron

and ion heat, toroidal momentum M6 and poloidal
magnetic flux tywas simulated with a self-consistent 2D

equilibrium calculation. Such an approach is called 1.5D

modelling.

In the reduced version, charged particle transport is

simulated only for the electron and helium components

n. ar'd ns". Other impurity species are supposed to be

known fractions of the electron density n.y= fyn", the
fuel densities /lp, n"1 ala calculated from the
quasineutrality conditionst ne = nD * n7 | 2 ns" t
ZyZyn"y.

The electron source S" is calculated from edge gas

puffing, pellet and neutral beam NB injection modelling.

The helium source Ss" is defined from fusion reaction

calculations and ionisation of the He atomic influx at the

boundary. The impurity charge Z1 is determined from
the coronal equilibrium model I l].

The poloidal magnetic flux tg.diffusion equation

takes account of the bootstrap current densityj6, u2l
and the externally driven current densityftp.

1000

I aoo

F ooo;I 4oo

E zoo

l.-5D simulation (PRETOR)
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Transport coefficients

For the simulations of ITER performance, thermal,

toroidal momentum and particle diffusivities, h, )(i, La,
Dg", D" of similar form are chosen:

o = c f(p) h(p) + (1 - h(p)) z'"'", (2)

whereft(p) = I for p<0.9 andh(p) =0 forp> 0.9 (cor-

responding to the H-mode edge pedestal transport im-
provement to neoclassical value), P = rlru is the
normalised radius, connected with the toroidal magnetic

flux @ (r = (iDlnB)tt2 and B is the toroidal magnetic

field). For ITER scenarios this simplified description of
the edge pedestal gives a pedestal pressure gradient

within the ballooning limit which is consistent with the

ELM-Type-I operation considered.

The relation between normalisation constants is

chosen on the basis of experiments; XilX," = 2, Xilya = I.
D./L" = l, DH"lDe = 1. The normalisation is fitted to
provide the prescribed behaviour of the energy
confinement time zB according to experimental scaling,

i.e. HHss1r,2:)= l.
In ASTRA simulations it was chosen in the

simplest form approximating a radial dependence of the

transport coefficients observed in experiments :

f(p)=t+3f. (3)

In PRETOR simulations, the radial shape was chosen

according to the transport model described in [13].

Model validation
The semi-empirical ITER model with diffusivity

profile (3) was benchmarked with the experimental data

from the international profile data base [4]. The subset

of experimental data with Flnqs - l, high density, z/n6 >
0.5, and flat density profiles was chosen for such

benchmarking. The boundary conditions and input
power profiles are taken from experiments. Heat and

particle transport is simulated. The simulations reveal

satisfactory agreement between ITER semi-empirical
model predictions and experimentally-measured
temperature profiles. For the considered data subset the

average standard deviation (AZ,,a = (> (Z,-T-)'z)/(t
T*r)tt1 is l4Vo for ions and l2%o for electrons, where Z,

is simulation, Z. is an experiment (summation is
performed over the radial point positions).

Boundary conditions

In PRETOR simulations relatively high density n" -

6 x 10re m-3 and temperature Z - I keV are used as

boundary conditions for the reference inductive scenario

simulations (see Fig. 2). In ASTRA the boundary
conditions at the separatrix are calculated from
interpolation of the B2-Eirene (B2E) calculations for
SOL/DIV heat, charged and neutral particle transport. In
this approach, the densities, temperatures of charged

particles, as well as neutral fuel and impurities influxes

are calculated self-consistently as functions of power

output, and the outflows of DT, He and impurity ions:

l-ot,., 1r",, -li.p,.. Proper control of plasma parameters is

provided by realistic actuators: such as gas puffing rate

l-s, pumping speed So, deep fuelling rate [o," (neutral

beams (NB) [15], pellet injection), tritium fraction in the

fuel and auxiliary heating power Papp. For the reference

Pro, = 400 MW inductive operation with loss power

Pr_oss ( 100 MW this interpolation predicts rather low
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Fig. 2 Radial distribution of plasma parameters pre-
dicted for the same boundary conditions and ir.l
?: = 5 bV ASTRA (solid line) with the heat conduc-
tivity 7 profile described by Eqs. (2), (3), and by
PRETOR (dashed line) with another 7 profile, de-
scribed in Ref. [13]. n and n61 are electron and
fuel ion densities, I is the ion temperature, h, jr"
are the total and bootstrap current densities, q, is
the safety factor, Pooo, P" are the additional and al-
pha heating power densities. Corresponding glo-
bal parameters are represented in the middle
column of Table 1.
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boundary density n"(a) - 3 x 10re m-3, temperature T(a)

- 200 eV and He atomic influx 4-1",0 - 0.5-0.6 1lr",,.

Two different approaches were used for helium
transport analysis. The simplest one supposes that
recirculating atomic helium is completely ionised before

reaching the core (i.e. the helium ions in the core

originate from fusion only Sg" = Sn".rur). The helium ion

density is controlled independently by He pumping at

the edge. In this approach the details of transport are not

too important for the integral He contamination, since

the He content is supposed to be controlled by pumping

[6] to provide helium contamination at the desirable

level is"lrs = 5, where f 11, = ln11"dVlls""dv. The

second approach is based on the B2-Eirene calculations.

In this approach, the recirculating He atomic influx and

the He boundary density are calculated self-consistently

with particle and energy circulation in the SOL/DIV
area. In that case the ratio f"rl tt is the result of
calculations rather than an input parameter.

Sawtooth oscillations

We consider two approaches for ST oscillations in
ITER simulations. The semi-empirical, simplified model

is used in ASTRA, where the ST mixing is supposed to

be triggered by some specific current profile in the zone

Psr < 1.4 P (q = l). In PREToR simulations the

complete reconnection model by F. Porcelli et al. [17] is
used for ST description. The ST is triggered when the

perturbed magnetic energy exceeds some threshold
SWmae > W,5., and the mixing radius p51 is calculated

from flux continuity. In both approaches particles and

temperatures are flattened over the ST zone taking
account of particle and energy conservation.

Sensitivity studies

Simulations reveal a weak sensitivity of plasma

performance to the detailed shape of transport
coefficients /(p) (see Fig. 2). For the same boundary
conditions, the normalisation F1ge3 = I gives transport

which is similar in the hot central zone resultine in
almost identical plasma parametdr profiles.

The details of the ST modelling have a minor effect
on plasma performance too, since the temperature and

density profile recovery proceeds faster than plasma

current profile recovery T51 ) ?6 (ST period - mixing
zone skin time). The performance dependence on the

boundary conditions is much stronger (Fig. 3 and

Table. 1).
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Fig. 3 Radial distribution of plasma parameters pre-
dicted by ASTRA (solid line) and PRETOR (dashed
line) calculations for different boundary conditions
and He transport. 7 is the heat conductivity, n.
and no, are the electron and fuel densities, f, is
the ion temperature, Pooo, Po are the additional
and alpha heating power densities. The ASTRA
modelling includes boundary conditions and He
transport compatible with B2-Eirine calculations.
Corresponding global parameters are represented
in the last column of Table 1.

Table 1 Sensitivity of plasma performance to boundary
conditions

PRETOR&ASTRA ASTRA+B2E

R/a (m/m) 6.2 t 2.O 6.2 t2.O

B. (T) 5.3 5.3

LffA) 15.0 15.0

r./tL 1.7 t0.33 r.7 t0.33
<rL> (101'qm'r) l0.l 10.1

Iync 0.85 0.84

<T,> (keV) 8.0 8.9

<T> (keV) 8.8 9.7

$, (Vo) 2.49 2.78

0* r.76 1.97

Pf,,"(MW) 400 471

Q =Pm/(Pm+Pm) t0 l1.8
w,, (MJ) 320 . 348

Pl /P, 1.8 t.9
Tn (s) 3.71 3.45

fs"^". (Vo) J.a 4.7

Z.n 1.66 t.69

P* (Mw) 47 46

0.85 0.81

5.0 6.7
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3. ldeal Mode Stability Analysis
The ballooning and low-n ideal kink mode stability

was carried out using the KINX code [18]. The result of
analysis of the ballooning stability between the ST

oscillations in the reference inductive ITER scenarios is

presented in Fig. 4. The analysis reveals that in the wide

central ST mixing zone, the pressure gradient is close to

the ballooning/Mercier stability limit p' - pi6. Possible

excitation of ballooning modes in this case may affect
plasma performance and would require further analysis.

Steady state (SS) operation with high Q > 5 and

moderate internal inductance li - 0.6^0.7 requires high
beta B* > 4 /i operation, where the ideal kink modes

become unstable without a conducting wall. A high
bootstrap current fraction in SS operation produces

reversed shear configurations q(O) > q^in (Fig. 5). SS is

possible for the same global parameters: geometry, B, 10,

n" with different safety factor profiles (different 4-;,)
and multiplication factor Q (which decreases when 4,1n

increases) controlled by a variation of lower hybrid
current drive. The maximum distance to the conducting

wall that can provide the kink mode stabilisation

increases with q.1n. So, the ITER wall position, a*/a =
1.4 for a = 1 85 m, implies a lower limit on 4,in (upper

limit on @) for chosen global parameters.

The results of stability analysis for equilibria with
scaled pressure profile (and By) with fixed 4 profile for
different 4^in for the SS operational regimes presented in
Table 2 are shown in Fig. 6. The operational parameters

in Table 2 are calculated for R = 6.35 m, e = 1.85 m,

6st/ht - O.4l/1.84, B = 5.175 T, Io = Q N4A, <n.> = $;l!
x l0rem-3, PNn = 34 MW with the neoclassical ion heat

diffusivity in the reversed shear zone.

The calculations reveal that the operational point

with B1 = 2.8 for q^in = 2'l is located in the unstable

zone. The operational point with kt = 2.56, Q = 5 for

e^in = 2.4 is stable and is close to the no wall limit B* =

j, MA/m2

0.5

p

Fig. 5 Calculated profile of the safety factor q and densi-
ties of the bootstrap current (/0"), neutral beam
driven current (,ue), and lower hybrid wave (1")
driven current. The minimum q value is above 2.

Table 2 ITER plasma parameters for the SS scenario
with different q profiles
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Fig. 4 Safety factor q (top) and pressure gradient y' (bot-
tom) radial profiles before sowtooth mixing. Pres-
sure gradient given by transport simulation is
shown by solid line and the ballooning/Mercier
stability limit is shown by a dashed line. The
normalised square root of the poloidal flux is
used as the radial variable.
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Fig. 6 Conducting wall position for stabilisation of the n
= 1 external kink mode a*/a vs. normalised beta ft,
for different q profiles and a = 1.85 m. The no-wall
limit is shown by dashed lines.

2.5 (see Fig. 6).

4. Conclusions
The semi-empirical model used for ITER predic-

tions satisfactorily reproduces experimental profiles
from the profile database.

The semi-empirical approach predicts for ITER
weak sensitivity of plasma performance to diffusivity
profiles for similar boundary conditions.

The details of sawtooth modelling do not affect
plasma perforrnance provided the sizes of the mixing
zone are similar and the ST period is longer than the
pressure recovery time. The pressure gradient in the

mixing zone is marginally stable vs. ballooning modes

in the referencc inductive scenario.

So, the reference ITER scenarios are robust asainst

the considered effects.

High Q > 5 steady-state operation would require
stabilisation of low-n ideal kink modes. There is an

operational window with Q > 5, A{ > 2.56, for the
stabilising wall position compatible with the ITER
design, anla> 1.4.

This report was prepared as an account of work under-
taken within the framework of ITER Coordinated Tech-
nical Activities (CTA). These are conducted by the
Participants: Canada, the European Atomic Energy

Community, Japan, and the Russian Federation, under
the auspices of the Intemational Atomic Energy Agency.
The views and opinions expressed herein do not neces-

sarily reflect those of the Participants to the CTA, the

IAEA or any agency thereof. Dissemination of the infor-
mation in this paper is governed by the applicable terms

of the former ITER EDA Agreement, which continue to
apply during the CTA.
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